NICK CLARK
WORK 
Experience
Currently

UI/UX Designer & Engineer

TIME-LINE
5+ years
Software Engineer

2017

EDUCATION 
Bachelors Degree Digital Media
University of Central Florida
2015

SKILLS 
Agile Development
 Atlassian proficiency (Jira, Trello)
Web Languages / Frameworks / Tools
 Javascript (jQuery, React)
 SQL
 SASS/CSS (Bootstrap)
 HTML (5)
 PHP
 MVC (Zend, Spring Boot)
 Version Control (Subversion, Git)

2014

2014

Design Software
 Still (Vector) - Illustrator, Invision, Sketch
 Still (Raster) - Photoshop
 Motion - Premiere, After Effects
UX Process
 Requirements Gathering
 User Stories
 Wireframes Mockups
 High Fidelity Prototyping
Communication
 Strong Written & Verbal
 Extensive Remote Work Experience

2013

2013

Founded
Nick Clark LLC
Orlando FL
9/17 - Current
UI / UX Consulting
CORE Education and
Consulting Solutions
Atlanta GA
1/15 - 8/15
Software Engineer / UX Lead
Northrop Grumman
Orlando FL
9/14 - Current
Product Designer /
Web Developer
Indie Box
Orlando FL
4/14 - 8/14
Digital Media Specialist
Educational Data Resources
Orlando FL
5/13 - 9/14
BA Digital Media
UCF
Orlando FL

Hi! I’m a UX engineer based in
central Florida. I take pride in
crafting stellar experiences for
humans.
Outside of work I do freelance UX
and engineering consulting. Outside
of that work, I like to stay active and
spend time outdoors. I’ve taken a
liking to aerial cinematography as
another creative outlet. When I need
an adrenaline rush and interstate 4
isn’t enough of one already, I like to
take my bike to the racetrack for a
day of riding about once or twice a
year. I ride a Triumph 675 and am
currently in the process of restoring
a 1986 BMW touring bike. I also like
to attend the local dev meetups and
always enjoy sharing in conversation
with like-minded individuals.
I look forward to meeting you
during the next step of your hiring
process!

CONTACT 
 hi@nick-clark.com
 561-972-0697
 Orlando FL
 Portfolio at nick-clark.com

REFERENCES 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Dean’s List UCF
Eagle Scout

ABOUT ME 

2010 - 2013
2007

2012

Internship
Educational Data Resources
Orlando FL
4/12 - 5/13

FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT DETAILS 
Northrop Grumman
9/14 - present
As a software engineer I develop and maintain a website that the US Air-force uses
to schedule and manage their virtual flight simulator training efforts. On top of regular
development (currently a Java back end with a React front end) I’ve created and
maintained a consistent visual style guide that we have implemented across the site.
As UX lead I hold regular design reviews with colleagues to ensure that the style and
conventions we use follow design best practices and remain consistent throughout
the site. I’ve been with NG for over 3 years now.
Educational Data Resources (EDR)
4/12 - 9/14
I started here as an intern while attending UCF. I designed mock-ups for the
company’s suite of data management applications. I designed experiences related to
attendance, class scheduling, grades, school finances. I also worked extensively on
development of the EDR brand and marketing materials. After the application was
completely mocked up I moved into a front end development role.

NOTABLE FREELANCE EXPERIENCE 
Nick Clark LLC
9/17 - present
I started my own business after taking on freelance clients periodically for a number
of years. My active projects right now involve designing interfaces for an application
used by the state of Maryland as part of an energy savings auditing system. Another
active project is a ticketing service used by venues and artists to reserve and sell
blocks of tickets to VIPs, friends, family, etc. I’ve worked remotely on all my
consulting projects and take pride in my ability to provide accurate time estimates,
consistently meet deadlines, and to be flexible on availability.
Indie Box
4/14 - 8/14
I freelanced for a short time on this project. My responsibilities here started off with
me designing boxes and instruction manuals for video games. I worked on 4 or 5
different games during my time here. I later redesigned their website to improve
conversion rates and worked on implementing new features with Stripe in order to
process online payments.

nick-clark.com

Jim O’Neill
Creative Director - Client
jim@pixelsforhumans.com
Russ Anderson
QA Lead - Northrop Grumman
russjand@gmail.com
John “Hex” Carter
UX Lead - EDR
johnhexcarter@gmail.com
Edmary Rosado
Software Engineer / Collaborator Nick Clark LLC
edmary.rosado@gmail.com

